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FabEUlist! is a training course that addresses the topics ofFabEUlist! is a training course that addresses the topics of
inclusion, creativity and digitalization, by incorporatinginclusion, creativity and digitalization, by incorporating
youth workers from all backgrounds in the creation of ayouth workers from all backgrounds in the creation of a
short film with budget equipment. Everyone has a storyshort film with budget equipment. Everyone has a story
that deserves to be told, but in a sea of voices it can bethat deserves to be told, but in a sea of voices it can be
difficult to be heard; hence why the ability to tell  a storydifficult to be heard; hence why the ability to tell  a story
effectively is an essential skill  nowadays.effectively is an essential skill  nowadays.

In this training course, you will  explore the essentials ofIn this training course, you will  explore the essentials of
visual storytelling, to develop communication skills,visual storytelling, to develop communication skills,
critical thinking, self-confidence and a sense of initiative.critical thinking, self-confidence and a sense of initiative.

The training course will  be carried out from the 8th to theThe training course will  be carried out from the 8th to the
15th of October, in Santiago de Compostela, Spain. We are15th of October, in Santiago de Compostela, Spain. We are
looking for 3 participants from each partner Country.looking for 3 participants from each partner Country.

SummarySummary

History of cinemaHistory of cinema
ScriptwritingScriptwriting
Cinematic languageCinematic language

Some topics covered:Some topics covered:
Basics of editingBasics of editing
Color theoryColor theory



Where?Where?

Youth workers or young people aged 18 - 35Youth workers or young people aged 18 - 35
Interested in audiovisual content creationInterested in audiovisual content creation
A2 English level requiredA2 English level required
Available to travel between 8/10 & 15/10Available to travel between 8/10 & 15/10
Attendance to activities is mandatoryAttendance to activities is mandatory

Who are you?Who are you?

Monte do GozoMonte do Gozo
Santiago de Compostela, SpainSantiago de Compostela, Spain

8TH - 15TH OCTOBER 20238TH - 15TH OCTOBER 2023
When?When?



The CoordinatorsThe Coordinators
Who are we?Who are we?

The PartnersThe Partners

Asociacion Cultural Ingalicia (Spain)Asociacion Cultural Ingalicia (Spain)

MTÜ EstYESMTÜ EstYES   
(Estonia)(Estonia)

GYM - GreekGYM - Greek
Youth MobilityYouth Mobility

(Greece)(Greece)
VzayemopomoichVzayemopomoich

(Ukraine)(Ukraine)

LAYALAYA
(Latvia)(Latvia)

Young EffectYoung Effect
(Italy)(Italy)

AequalitasAequalitas
(Portugal)(Portugal)

ACPELIAACPELIA
(Cyprus)(Cyprus)

https://www.bing.com/ck/a?!&&p=32254d281979b702JmltdHM9MTY5MTM2NjQwMCZpZ3VpZD0xMzBiODI0ZS0xY2Q4LTZiNzktMWM2MC05MTI4MWRiMzZhNWYmaW5zaWQ9NTIzMA&ptn=3&hsh=3&fclid=130b824e-1cd8-6b79-1c60-91281db36a5f&psq=estyes+%2ctu&u=a1aHR0cHM6Ly9kYS1kay5mYWNlYm9vay5jb20vRXN0WUVTLw&ntb=1


You can either fly to the Santiago de CompostelaYou can either fly to the Santiago de Compostela
Airport (SCQ) or to Madrid airport (MAD) andAirport (SCQ) or to Madrid airport (MAD) and
then take the train. We will  take care of thethen take the train. We will  take care of the
transfer from Santiago de Compostela to Montetransfer from Santiago de Compostela to Monte
do Gozo.do Gozo.
Participants from Ukraine Participants from Ukraine can arrive 1/2 dayscan arrive 1/2 days
before and departure 1/2 day after thebefore and departure 1/2 day after the
conclusion of the TC. The travel costs will  beconclusion of the TC. The travel costs will  be
covered, but the accomodation for the extracovered, but the accomodation for the extra
nights is not covered.nights is not covered.

The participants will  be dividedThe participants will  be divided
in dormitories of 4 people.in dormitories of 4 people.
Breakfast, lunch, dinner and 2Breakfast, lunch, dinner and 2
coffee breaks are covered bycoffee breaks are covered by
the budget. Let us know if youthe budget. Let us know if you
have any allergies!have any allergies!

Location

Monte do GozoMonte do Gozo

Travelling

DO NOT BUY ANYDO NOT BUY ANY
TICKETS WITHOUTTICKETS WITHOUT

OUR CONFIRMATION!!OUR CONFIRMATION!!



BudgetBudget

PORTUGAL: 160 EURPORTUGAL: 160 EUR
ITALIA: 255 EURITALIA: 255 EUR
ESTONIA: 340 EURESTONIA: 340 EUR
LATVIA: 340 EURLATVIA: 340 EUR
GREECE: 340 EURGREECE: 340 EUR  
UKRAINE: 510 EURUKRAINE: 510 EUR
CYPRUS: 510 EURCYPRUS: 510 EUR



Phone (or camera, if  you want)Phone (or camera, if  you want)
PC with DaVinci Resolve installedPC with DaVinci Resolve installed   

Appropriate & comfy clothesAppropriate & comfy clothes
(please note that it  rains a lot in(please note that it  rains a lot in
Galicia region during fall  season)Galicia region during fall  season)
Toiletries & bathrobe/towelsToiletries & bathrobe/towels
Typical food from your Country forTypical food from your Country for
the international coffee breakthe international coffee break
YOUR AMAZING SELF!YOUR AMAZING SELF!

                  (if  possible)(if possible)

What to
bring?



Santiago deSantiago de
CompostelaCompostela

VisitingVisiting

THE PLACETHE PLACE THE FOODTHE FOOD



CONTACTS:

That's allThat's all
folks!folks!

fabeulist@gmail.com
rosita@ingalicia.org


